
Air Force 4 Inflator
Instruction Sheet

IMPORTANT
Do not operate for more than 30 minutes on continuous run mode without 
resting machine for 10 minutes or overheating and damage can occur.

Air Force 4
Instruction Sheet

1. To attach the Friction Fit Filling Outlets, firmly press each outlet
onto their ports . The extension tips enable the unit to inflate 5-inch
and entertainer balloons.

Getting Started - Air Force 4

2. Attach the power cord below
the power switch. Do not use
the Air Force 4 near water or in
wet conditions.

3. Attach the foot pedal to the
outlet on the side of the Air
Force 4.

Inflating 5-Inch and Larger Balloons

To inflate 5-inch and smaller balloons, place
the blue extension tips over three of the filling
outlets. Leave one outlet uncovered to
prevent the unit from overheating.

To inflate large balloons, remove the blue
extension tips from the filling outlets. To
ensure an even flow of air remove the
extension tips from all four outlets.

Air Force 4’s four outlets allow two
people to inflate four balloons at the
same time.

Inflating Entertainer Balloons

To inflate an
entertainer balloon,
place it over the
filling tip and
lightly stretch the
balloon upward as
it is being inflated.
To prevent over-
heating, remove
one Extension Tip
from a Filling
Outlet on the Air
Force 4.

Pre-stretch the entertainer balloon by inflating it fully and releasing the air. Hold
the end of the balloon against the Large Balloon Inflation Hose as you wrap it
around. (Note: Be sure the balloon is free of kinks or twists.) Place the balloon on
one of the filling outlets and press the foot pedal to inflate.

Tip! How to Make Corkscrew Balloons

IMPORTANT
When inflating 5" and Entertainer balloons use only three
extension tips at a time to prevent the unit from overheating.
Remove all extension tips when inflating 9" and larger balloons.
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How to Make Corkscrew Balloons

1. To attach the Friction Fit Filling Outlets, firmly press 
each outlet onto their ports . The extension tips enable 
the unit to inflate 5-inch and entertainer balloons.

2. Attach the power cord 
below the power switch. Do 
not use the Air Force 4 near 
water or in wet conditions.

To inflate 5-inch and smaller balloons, 
place the blue extension tips over 
three of the filling outlets. Leave one 
outlet uncovered to prevent the unit 
from overheating.

To inflate large balloons, remove the 
blue extension tips from the filling 
outlets. To ensure an even flow or air 
remove the extension tips from all 
four outlets.

To attach the Large Balloon Inflation Hose, firmly press 
the hose onto the port.

Air Force 4’s four outlets allow two 
people to inflate four balloons at the 
same time.

To inflate an entertainer balloon, place it over 
the filling tip and lightly stretch the balloon 
upward as it is being inflated. 

To prevent over- heating, remove one 
Extension Tip from a Filling Outlet on the Air 
Force 4.

3. Attach the foot pedal to 
the outlet on the side of 
the Air Force 4.

To attach the Large Balloon Inflation Hose, firmly press the hose onto the port.

Air Force 4 Large Balloon Inflation Hose

Accessory Products for the Air Force 4

Service & Warranty
For assistance with service & repair
issues, or for warranty information,
please visit ConwinOnline.com, or
call (818)246.9233 Galleries

Projects

...and more!
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Conwin’s Portfolio Builders 
Update Your Portfolio!
A picture is worth a thousand words.
Is your portfolio up to date on the latest?
Conwin’s Portfolio Builder images are
the perfect solution for making winning
presentations to your clients. Over 40
photo quality images are available in
the series.

Visit www.ConwinOnline.com today!

Balloon Bulb Kit
Create brilliant decor with Balloon Bulbs. Designed by Conwin
exclusively for balloon decorators, Balloon Bulbs are a perfect
accent for dance floors, entrance, decor, buffet areas, or any special
location indoors or out. 

Conwin #86700

The Air Force 4 Insider Tool
The Fast and Easy Way to Stuff Large Balloons! The Insider Balloon
Stuffing Tool is an accessory item for Conwin's automatic sizing inflators.
This fast and easy-to-use tool efficiently fills large balloons with the
maximum number of small balloons. It can be clamped to any
convenient table or workstation. It is the perfect tool to create balloons
for use with Conwin's Exploders!

Conwin #36880

120808
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Pre-stretch the entertainer balloon by inflating it fully and releasing the air. Hold the end of the 
balloon against the Large Balloon Inflation Hose as you wrap it around. 

(Note: Be sure the balloon is free of kinks or twists.) Place the balloon on one of the filling 
outlets and press the foot pedal to inflate.

Service & Warranty
For assistance with service & repair issues or for warranty information, please 
visit ConwinOnline.com/Support, or call 1-(818) 246-9233
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